PART II

Statutory Notifications (S.R.O.)

GOVERNMENT OF PAKISTAN

MINISTRY OF ENERGY
(Power Division)

NOTIFICATION

Islamabad, the 14th February, 2019

S. R. O. 233(I)/2019.—In pursuance of sub-section (7) of section 31 of the Regulation of Generation Transmission and Distribution of Electric Power Act, 1997 (XL of 1997), the Federal Government is pleased to notify as under the National Electric Power Regulatory Authoritys approved tariff for the use of RLNG for sale of surplus power to KE and determines the following revised mechanism for adjustment of fuel cost component for variation in Gas/RLNG Price, namely:

\[
FCC^{(Rev)} = FCC^{(Ref)} \times \frac{FP^{(Rev)}}{FP^{(Ref)}}
\]

Where

\[
FCC^{(Rev)} = \text{Revised Fuel Cost Component applicable for the billing cycle}
\]

Price : Rs. 5.00

[248(2019)/Ex. Gaz.]
FP(Rev) = Revised gas/RLNG price, excluding General Sales Tax applicable for the billing cycle as notified by OGRA for new captive power
FP(Ref) = Reference Ex-GST HHV Gas and RLNG price is Rs. 600/MMBTU & Rs. 1,615.99/MMBTU*, respectively
FCC(Ref) = Reference FCC on Gas & RLNG is Rs. 5.9674/kWh and Rs. 16.0718/kWh, Respectively.


2. The Authority hereby directs that while submitting energy sale invoices to KE, LCPL shall also submit evidence of the monthly billing and payment record of RLNG. Before making any payment, KE shall carry out due diligence that the surplus electricity for sale was generated by using RLNG supplied and billed by SSGC. KE is further advised to prepare reconciliation statement of RLNG billing by SSGC and resultant generation and sale of surplus electricity by LCPL. In case the sale of surplus power exceeds 3.5 MMCFD quota, the excess shall be charted at gas tariff instead of RLNG tariff.

3. The Authority has decided to grant permission for generation and sale of surplus power on RLNG. Parties are directed to incorporate the same in the Power Acquisition Contract and submit the modified PAC for approval in line with the Regulation 5(1) of the IPPR 2005.

[No. Tariff/Par-168/2017.]

SYED MATEEN AHMED,
Section Officer (Tariff).